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LAND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

F

oodShare acknowledges that the sacred land in which
we operate is situated upon the traditional territories
of the Wendat, Haudenosaunee, the Anishinabeg,
and the Mississaugas of the Credit. This territory is
covered by the Dish With One Spoon Wampum Belt
Covenant, an agreement between the Anishinabeg and
Haudenosaunee allied nations to peaceably share and
care for the lands around the Great Lakes. FoodShare
recognizes the many Nations of Indigenous People, who
presently live on this land, those who have spent time
here and the ancestors who have hunted and gathered
on this land known as Turtle Island.
FoodShare recognizes and supports the UN Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the Truth and
Reconciliation Calls to Action, applying both to our work.
FoodShare’s work is guided by principles of food
justice. This includes receiving ongoing guidance from
an Indigenous Advisory Circle on our work and on
collaborations with Indigenous groups working towards
Indigenous food sovereignty and increasing Indigenous
food access.

I

n 2019 we had our eyes on the horizon. Looking ahead, we understood that
to stay true to our vision for food justice, we needed to continue our commitment to building collaborative relations with local communities. In partnership
with folks who experience the highest incidence of food insecurity — Black,
Indigenous and people of colour (BIPOC) — our focus was, and continues to be,
on long-term solutions to food insecurity. Through each of our program areas,
we reaffirmed our values and methodology by taking a critical look at the political, social and economic structures that entrench poverty and discrimination,
preventing too many folks from accessing the food they need.
Last year we could not have predicted a global pandemic. Nor widespread
resistance to anti-Black racism so painfully evident in repeated instances of
police violence. Nor broadly held opposition to the Coastal GasLink pipeline
on Wet’suwet’en land, an encroachment that revealed the troubling frailties of
reconciliation. However, the mission, values and vision of our organization, built
on principles of food justice, equity and the right to food, meant that we were
positioned in 2020 to connect anti-Black and Indigenous racism to the denial
of social justice in the communities we served, including a denial to exercise their
right to food.
In 2019 we released a ground-breaking report led
by investigators with the PROOF research program
dedicated to investigating food insecurity in Canada. The study revealed that Black households are
three and half times more likely to be food insecure
than white households after accounting for all variables including employment and home ownership.
For many of us this wasn’t a surprise; we have lived
this experience. But having hard data afforded
us the opportunity to influence the conversation
around food insecurity, to impress the importance
of elevating BIPOC-led decision making, and to insist
on the implementation of public policies and programs that help us rectify the past and build
a better future.

2019 YEAR
IN REVIEW

We invite you to go through our 2019 Impact Report to discover more about our
research, and how we work with diverse communities, local agencies, schools and
individuals to make access to food more equitable in this city.
To everyone who stood with us and offered support in 2019, we couldn’t have
done any of this without you. Realizing a Toronto where everyone can feed
themselves, their families and their communities with dignity and joy will continue
to demand collective effort. Thank you for taking action to make that possible.

Paul M. Taylor

Executive Director

Crystal Sinclair

Chair of the Board of Directors
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rom our provocative conference, Advancing Food Justice and
Equity, to our community kitchens and school programs, in
2019 we consistently centred the voices of those who have been
historically sidelined in conversations about our food system.
We hosted “In the Pit,” an exhibition of stunning portraits taken
by Sandro Pehar that highlighted the stories of dishwashers
working in one of the hospitality sector’s most precarious and
undervalued positions. Sandro, who worked as a dishwasher
himself while a student, said, “It’s harrowing, alienating, lonely,
dirty, underpaid, and no one ever really knows it happens.”
Our spotlight on dishwashers aligned with our participation in
campaigns dedicated to better working conditions and livable
wages including the $15 and Fairness movement.
Our panel, Is Toronto Failing Female Chefs of Colour?, zeroed in
on the disturbing reality that women make up close to half of all
restaurant workers in the city, yet only 20% of the city’s chefs
are women and only 6% are head or executive chefs. Chefs
Suzanne Barr, Missy Hui and Joshna Maharaj, journalist Mary Luz
Mejia and moderator Eden Hagos of Black Foodie led a lively
discussion on the intersections of gender and race and the systemic impediments to high level positions in the industry as well
as how we can create more and better opportunities for women
of colour in the food and hospitality sector.

“Food justice means dismantling the
forces that maintain oppression."
—Paul Taylor

ADVANCING
FOOD JUSTICE

Outside of FoodShare’s daily work, our dedicated staff are
deeply passionate about a range of issues that intersect with
the right to food. In 2019, we introduced a leave policy that
grants FoodShare employees time off to participate in advocacy
initiatives and activities connected to our organizational vision,
mission and values. By building relationships and understanding
the lived experiences of the communities we serve, our team is
building a stronger, more impactful FoodShare. Since we introduced the policy, folks have participated in actions to support
seasonal migrant workers, demand fair wages for those working in the food sector, and stand in solidarity with Indigenous
communities fighting to protect their land, water, food access,
and community safety.

RESEARCH:
RACE
AND FOOD
INSECURITY
W

e partnered with PROOF, a University of Toronto-based
research and policy group, in 2019 on an extensive study
investigating links between systemic anti-Black racism, poverty
and food insecurity.

As reported by major media outlets— including the CBC,
The Toronto Star, and The Globe and Mail — the rigorous data
analysis confirmed a direct correlation between race
and food insecurity.

"What we’re seeing is a tremendous
story of the need for us to start
thinking of anti-racism policies as
food security policies.”
—Prof. Valerie Tarasuk
Authored by lead researchers Simran Dhunna and Valerie
Tarasuk, the report brought to light the stark inequality of food
access, particularly in households with children, concluding that
a shocking 36.6% of Black children live in food insecure households compared to 12.4% of white children. This chasm remained
even after adjusting for other factors, including household
income, home ownership, immigration status and education.

At FoodShare, we believe that these, and related findings, must
be considered whenever we propose solutions to food insecurity. They are evidence that we need to challenge the ways
racism causes Black people, as well as Indigenous peoples and
other people of colour to be disproportionately affected by
poverty and inequities in housing, in addition to facing a much
higher likelihood of economic insecurity, poor health outcomes,
precarious employment and inconsistent or complete lack of
access to the food that meets their needs.

Black households are

3.6 TIMES MORE LIKELY
to be food insecure than white households

WHAT’S RACE GOT TO DO WITH IT?

In Canada, 1 in 8 households are food insecure. People living in
food-insecure households cannot always afford enough to eat.
Food insecurity disproportionately affects Black households.
10% of white households
are food insecure

0%

28.4% of Black households
are food insecure

100%

WHAT ABOUT HOUSEHOLDS WITH KIDS?

Over time, food insecurity in families takes
a serious toll on children’s physical and mental health.
12.4% of white children live
in food insecure households

0%

100%

36.6% of Black children live
in food insecure households

I

n November 2019, we shook things up with our first Advancing
Food Justice and Equity Conference. A day-long, full-tocapacity gathering to discuss food access, the right to food,
and equity in the food system, the conference focussed on
race and oppression in both the food sector and the food
movement, from exploitative labour practices on the farm to the
barriers to food sovereignty to disparities in food availability by
neighbourhood.

ADVANCING
FOOD JUSTICE
AND EQUITY
CONFERENCE

“Putting my hands in the soil
changed my life.”
—Karen Washington, Keynote Speaker
and founder of Black Urban Growers
A dynamic panel, Food Justice and Equity in Practice, included
representatives from Black Creek Community Farm, Toronto
Public Health, and Sundance Harvest who shared useful tools
they employ to build equity and food justice principles into their
work.
During a workshop with Sheliza Jamal, participants were
encouraged to look at how personal and structural biases
impact their belief systems and how organizational policies
can, in fact, reinforce food insecurity and racism. Identifying
and disrupting embedded biases were key takeaways noted by
folks who took part.
Substantive and thought provoking, the
conference had the intended effect of
promoting deep and difficult conversations
that continued long after the one-day event.
Attendees expressed their appreciation for
the opportunity to deep dive into issues,
the chance to reflect on their own practices
and hearing from the keynote speaker
about ways to support community-led
food initiatives and interventions. In an
exit survey, 93% reported feeling more
knowledgeable about ways racism and
oppression impact the food movement.
A major factor in achieving these outcomes was the deliberate
prioritization of BIPOC voices in discussion groups, panels, and
speaking opportunities. The folks typically sidelined within the
sector were not only seen and heard, but had a platform to
educate and influence others.

A
CELEBRATION
OF BLACK
CULINARY
EXCELLENCE
Our annual, and immensely popular, fundraiser,
Recipe for Change, shone a spotlight on the
culinary artistry and vision of some Toronto’s most
dynamic Black chefs, brewers and winemakers.
Held in the Bram & Bluma Appel Salon at the
Toronto Reference Library, guests were treated
to an unforgettable evening, featuring more
than 30 outstanding food and beverage stations
serving some of the city’s best Black chefs’ most
tantalizing culinary creations.
Folks had the chance to groove to a live reggae
band, bid on one-of-a-kind items at a silent
auction, and celebrate the power of food to
bring us together.

INTRODUCING:
THE ADVANCING
FOOD JUSTICE BOX

F

oodShare supporters have enjoyed our fresh, Grade A
produce boxes for over two decades. Early in 2019 we
decided to add a new offering that aligned with our mission
and mandate.
In support of Black, Indigenous and racialized communities,
which are under-represented and under-supported in farming
and food production, we stocked the Advancing Food Justice
Box with local produce grown on farms led, run, or owned by
racialized folks. The boxes contained a wide variety of fruits,
veggies, and herbs, from fragrant basil to ground cherries, okra,
eggplant, Thai peppers and more. Subscribers enjoyed the
BIPOC-grown produce delivered straight to their door each
week from April to October.

Save money.
Eat well.
Do good.
Our Good Food Box is a cost-effective way to get super
fresh, culturally diverse produce and other delicious
goodies delivered to your door every week.

Options and add ons include:

·

Fair trade coffee Locally produced honey and hot sauce
Pasture-raised meats
Nutrient-rich bread and crackers
Organic produce Small and large sizes
Weekly, bi-weekly or monthly subscriptions
Locally-grown produce in spring and summer

·

·

By subscribing to a Good Food box
you’re supporting FoodShare’s
programs across our city that promote
the right to food.

Shop for your box today:
https://goodfoodbox.foodshare.net

PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS
Our program offerings continued to expand and
evolve over 2019. We brought on more partners, fostered greater collaboration, built stronger relationships, and reached more folks. From making food fun
for the little ones in our Baby and Toddler Nutrition
workshops to setting up more compost bins than
ever in community gardens across the city, we centred those we serve to better meet local needs.

COMMUNITY
FOOD
PROGRAMS
BUILDING COMMUNITY THROUGH FOOD

For the pilot of a new program, Cooking Up Community, we
opened our kitchen facilities to people from Romero House,
a transitional housing organization supporting refugees, and
Seaton House, the largest homeless shelter in the city. Based
on the premise that participants already have food skills and
knowledge, but rarely the opportunity to cook, or any agency
over what they get to eat, Cooking Up Community invited folks
to take a lead in the kitchen. The program created an opportunity to strengthen social connections, share recipes, build
confidence and start important conversations about the issues
underpinning food insecurity.

“I am so glad to have shared my
recipe and brought some happiness
to people’s lives.”
—Participant from Seaton House

A RECORD-SETTING GREAT BIG CRUNCH

It was the loudest Great Big Crunch ever! In March 2019, also
known as Nutrition Month, 312,296 people of all ages took
a great big bite out of a fresh, local apple in support of the
#NourishKidsNow campaign, setting a new record for participation. #NourishKidsNow is an initiative of the Coalition for
Healthy School Food, a group of 120 organizations advocating
for federal investment in healthy school lunch and snack
programs across Canada.

COOKING AL FRESCO

It was an exciting end of term outing for the kids from our Chefs
in the Classroom program, who spent class time learning about
food nutrition and culinary skills from a professional chef. The
group headed out to Burnhamthorpe Collegiate Institute, one of
our School Grown farms to meet the student growers who had
spent their spring and summer tending and harvesting a variety
of crops. We celebrated the groups coming together by preparing and dining on a delightful, multi-course meal outdoors.
To complement some of the tasty dishes we had ordered from
a local restaurant, the newly trained young chefs whipped up
delicious salads and dressings using a variety of School Grown
produce: kale, lettuce, herbs and fresh strawberries, all harvested on site by their hosts. Farm-to-table in action!

“I never knew there were these things
called herbs before!” —Grade 5 student
in a Tower Garden classroom
GROWING FOOD IN THE CLASSROOM

SUPPORTING FREEDOM SCHOOL
We held our “Can you Dig It?”
workshops in numerous schools
across the GTA, including a
special stop at Freedom School
for sessions on “Exploring Black
farming and food sustainability
as a form of Black resistance.”
Addressing highly engaged
students in grades four to six,
we discussed Afro-Indigenous
sustainable gardening techniques
and the importance of soil health.
We also shared ways that each of
us can contribute to a more environmentally-friendly food system, such as being mindful of
how much waste we produce in addition to composting or reusing/repurposing items whenever possible. We sparked some
lively conversations about how our communities are like soil
and that we should put into them what we want to get out.

At the Good Food Machine Summit in June, we invited Ontario
school teachers to discuss how to improve food literacy through
experiential learning. The 70 teachers who attended shared
their food teaching experiences including use of the Good Food
Machine, an innovative tower structure that allows kids to plant
crops up the tower and harvest it within a few months. Our program includes handy, curriculum-tied resources that, combined,
allow students hands-on experience planting, growing and
eating their own produce.
More than 25 Toronto District School
Board schools installed tower
gardens in their classrooms, cultivating lettuce, basil, kale, and more.
Students watched in wonder as the
seeds they planted in September
grew into big, leafy greens that could
be harvested by December. Educators were equally enthusiastic as
the young farmers prepared salads,
dips, and snacks with what they had
grown themselves. Kids also had the
chance to try out “bike blenders”
using their pedal power to make
smoothies, pesto and spreads — they
tasted great AND were fun to blend!

COMMUNITY
FOOD GROWING

CLOSING THE LOOP ON FOOD WASTE

It was an amazing year for our School Grown program. At our largest school-based farm at Burnhamthorpe Collegiate Institute (BCI) in
south Etobicoke, the team of student growers managed three harvests a week in the busy season while also holding a weekly market
that offered more than one hundred varieties of produce, from
heirloom tomatoes to okra to a wide variety of beans. An exciting
addition to the farm and market in 2019 was the Community Compost Exchange. Dozens of local families, most living in the surrounding tower complexes without access to the city’s green bin program,
pitched in— literally! Neighbours brought us their kitchen scraps
to add to the farm’s large bins full of compost. In exchange, they
received a voucher they could use at the market selling the veggies
and herbs grown in the healthy soil nurtured by the rich compost. In
total over 56,000lbs of food waste was diverted from landfills.

A MAKEOVER FOR THE SUNSHINE GARDEN MARKET

In 2019, the Sunshine Garden Market at the Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health (CAMH) grew by approximately 200 square feet, as we
converted a portion of the lawn into flower beds. The cheerful presence of our first bloom of spring tulips received high praise from staff,
clients and passersby walking the grounds of CAMH. The addition
of flowers and bouquets for sale at our on-site market, which ran
weekly from July through October, complimented the vegetables and
fruits —especially the bounty of blueberries, raspberries, strawberries,
serviceberries and elderberries — grown over the summer.
Visitors and clients of CAMH couldn’t help but
smile when they saw our revamped market
stall decked out in sunshine yellow to match
our volunteer t-shirts. Not only did the team
produce a full roster of fruits and veggies for
the Sunshine Garden, they also grew hundreds
of additional seedlings for more than 50 community gardens across Toronto, and dedicated
a permanent space in the garden for growing
sweetgrass for Indigenous community elders
on site at CAMH for ceremonial use.

“It’s allowed me to provide a healthy,
balanced diet to my family and teach
my son where food comes from.”
—Community Compost
Exchange participant

SUPPORTING CITY-WIDE COMMUNITY GARDENS

We set up 10 new composting sites at community garden sites
across the city. We also hosted workshops to guide and offer
advice and tips for the 332 Compost Community Champions
who stepped up to help educate their communities on effective compost practices, the importance of diverting organic
material from landfill and the benefits compost has for soil
maintenance. The coordinator at one new location told us that
with their 3-container compost bin they were able to incorporate composting education into programming for kids’ groups,
youth, seniors and volunteers — all of whom were fascinated by
the process of seeing food waste broken down naturally into a
nutrient-rich fertilizer.

COMMUNITY
ACTION
SUPPORT
MORE MARKETS,
MORE GOOD FOOD
No less than nine new community-led Good Food Markets were
up and running in 2019. The new markets were located on university campuses, at Community Health Centres and churches,
inside housing for seniors, and food banks wanting to include
fresh produce in addition to canned goods. At one of the campus locations the student coordinator described market day as
“magical” and said students expressed relief that they now had
access to affordable food.
We also worked with the volunteers and coordinators of the
Good Food Markets in the York-South Weston area by hosting
training sessions, inter-market visits, and food education workshops where we distributed recipes to accompany cooking
demonstrations. In a survey of Good Food Market clients, 72%
said they felt better connected to their community through the
market, 63% reported that they were able to access culturally
appropriate food, and 100% said it was easier for them to purchase and eat fresh, affordable produce.

SUPPORTIVE PARTNERSHIPS
PLATFORM
A key component of FoodShare’s Community Action Support
program is our Supportive Partnerships Platform which provides administrative, logistical and financial support to grassroots organizations. Support also includes resource sharing,
capacity building and providing networking opportunities.
Working together opens doors for local groups and makes for
stronger, healthier communities.

OH SO SWEET

It was a sweet year for Birchmount Community Action Council,
a resident group based in Scarborough. The council’s BeeConnect program was a highlight. With the support of FoodShare,
the Toronto Bee Collective and the Toronto Community Housing
Corporation, the Council was able to offer workshops on working with beeswax to make lip and body balms, reusable food
wraps, and other items, all sourced from BeeConnect’s hives that
were tended by residents in the area. The Council is buzzing
with plans to add more hives to allow for additional beeswax
initiatives along with increased jarred honey production.

“Labouring for my own food has been
incredibly meaningful.”
—Steph, Black Creek Community Farm
(a member of our Supportive
Partnerships Platform)
PARK CAFÉ IN THE SPOTLIGHT

The Thorncliffe Park Women’s Committee was founded to help
women in the diverse, densely-populated east end neighborhood acquire entrepreneurial skills and foster community. A
flagship of their work is the transformation of the once-neglected R. V. Burgess Park into a beloved community meeting place
and the site of the committee’s weekly market, where cultures
from around the world are on display and food, clothing and
jewelry are for sale. The committee’s popular Park Cafe (housed
inside a refurbished shipping container) offers culinary delicacies
every day through the summer months, creating employment
opportunities for the women who prepare and sell the homemade treats. Students from the School of Cities at the University
of Toronto highlighted the Thorncliffe Park Community Market as
“the essence of urban solidarity and community activism.”

FOODSHARE BY
THE NUMBERS
46

GOOD FOOD
MARKETS
SUPPORTED AND

208,766

10

CHILDREN REACHED
THROUGH STUDENT
NUTRITION PROGRAMS

MOBILE FOOD
MARKETS
OPERATED

57,000

16,860
HOURS OF

LBS OF AFFORDABLE
PRODUCE
DISTRIBUTED

VOLUNTEER
TIME DONATED

56,088

LBS OF FOOD WASTE
DIVERTED FROM
LANDFILL THROUGH
COMPOSTING

WE TAKE
CARE OF
PROCUREMENT
SO YOU CAN
TAKE CARE
OF YOUR
COMMUNITY
Our Bulk Produce Program offers direct deliveries to
schools, daycares, community hubs and food-based
businesses of fresh, high quality, culturally diverse
and low-cost fruits and vegetables, pre-cut produce
and packaged snacks plus nutrient-rich whole grain
bread courtesy of The Spent Goods Company

Why buy from FoodShare?
Small minimum orders
Free deliveries
Cost-effective prices
Weekly, bi-weekly or monthly options
Supports our work on food justice

Get started with fresh food deliveries
Fill in a new order delivery form at
http://www.foodshare.net/program/bulk/
In 2016, FoodShare worked with Eco-Ethonomics to develop a
third-party verified impact calculator. Numbers in this impact
report were generated through that calculator.

Questions?
416-363-6441 ext. 275 | orders@foodshare.net

REVENUE

EXPENSES

$7,001,139

$6,725,267
Surplus $275,872

39%

36%

Grants

$ 2,748,520

Sale of
produce, catering
and other

$ 2,487,619

$5,511,853

Programs

$469,804

Warehouse,
vehicles and
transportation

Donations

$ 868,870

Bequests

$ 310,079

$235,537

Amortization

Fundraising events

$ 249,460

$234,258

Grants and
donations related
to capital assets

$ 162,867

Fundraising,
communications
and events

$159,327

Office and
administration

Interest

$ 105,492

$114,488

Volunteers

Training and
consulting

$ 68,232

12%
Our audited
financial statements
are available for
download at
www.foodshare.net

4%

82%

7%
4%
4%

2% 2%
1%

2%

2%

3%

*Volunteer
expenses
cover food and
transportation
for thousands of
volunteers who
bring FoodShare
programs to life.

SUPPORTERS
$300,000+

$100,000+

ESTATE OF DAVID WEEGAR

$50,000+
THE NEWLANDS FAMILY FOUNDATION
ESTATE OF BARBARA SUE TURNBULL
PETER AND CATHY CLARK FAMILY FOUNDATION

$25,000+

$10,000+

$10,000+

CAROLYN COOPER
RICHARD WILLOUGHBY
MARGARET PHILLIPS
CATHY J RICHARDS FAMILY FRIENDS AND DOGS FOUNDATION
THE ALLEN H. AND SELMA W. BERKMAN CHARITABLE TRUST
TAYLOR IRWIN FAMILY FUND
KAREN JONES
AND TO THE THOUSANDS OF DONORS WHO MAKE
OUR WORK FOR FOOD JUSTICE POSSIBLE, THANK YOU.

Thank you

for helping us advance food justice in 2019 and beyond.
You participated in our programs and events.
You contributed your time and donations.
You supported our advocacy work.
You were bold with us.
We are grateful to everyone who stands with us to achieve
equitable access to good food across our city.

Make a donation:
foodshare.net/activity/support/
Stay in touch:
foodshare.net/signup/

Join the conversation:

@FoodShareTO
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